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TIMELINE

Mississippi A&M founded in 1878 as a result of the 1862 Morrill
Act.
Stephen Dill Lee, first president of Mississippi A&M from 1880 to
1899. By 1895, agricultural enrollment accounted for 65 percent
of the total student body.
1887, Congress enacted the Hatch Act, providing land-act
schools the funds to establish agricultural experiment stations.
The first station opened in 1888 near Starkville. S.M. Tracy served
as the first station director.
1899-1900 John M. Stone served as president, followed by John
Crumpton Hardy from 1900 to 1912.
In 1903, the official title was given to the School of Agriculture.
W.L. Hutchinson took the position of director of the experiment
station and dean of the School of Agriculture while E.R. Lloyd
served as department head. W.R. Perkins served as head of the
agronomy department and the animal husbandry department
was led by Archibald Smith.
Poultry husbandry course work was offered during the 1907
school year, with J.P. Kerr serving as head of the division.
In 1908, the biology department split and resulted in the department of botany and forestry headed by George L. Clothier and
the zoology department headed by R.W. Harned.
William Flowers Hand served as head of the chemistry department as well as the state chemist. A.B McKay headed the horticulture department.
From 1910 to 1911 J.W. Fox served as director of the experiment
station followed by E.R. Lloyd until 1918. Lloyd served as both
director of the experiment station and extension service.
J.C. Roberts became acting dean in 1912 and Robert Hightower
took over as president of the college.
The Smith-Lever Act of 1914 authorized land-grant schools to provide instruction beyond campus boundaries. Archibald Smith

became the first director of the A&M College Extension Service.
The extension program by 1916 included work in farm management, cooperative marketing, home economics, agricultural
engineering and horticulture.
William Hull Smith became president in 1916. J.R. Ricks was
named director in 1918, followed by W.R. Perkins in 1930. Robert
Wilson was named director of extension in 1919.
In 1920, David C. Hull took over as president, followed by Buzz M.
Walker in 1925. James N. Lipscomb became Dean of Agriculture
in 1924.
Dorothy Dickens, home economics, published "Market Basket
Wisdom," a study of food habits of Mississippians.
Hugh Critz served as president in 1930. L.A. Olson took over as
director of extension in 1930.
Name changed to Mississippi State College in 1932. George
Duke Humphrey was elected president in 1934.
J.R. Ricks became head of the School of Agriculture and experiment station in 1932. In 1935 he also became director of the agriculture extension service.
In 1935, the forestry department was established.
In 1936, E.H. White was named director of extension.
Dr. Clarence Dorman became director in 1938 after the death of
Ricks. E.B. Colmer was named dean in 1939.
In 1938, an editorial department was organized and a monthly
publication called Mississippi Farm Research was established.
Lewis Jones was named director of extension in 1942.
In 1945, the School of Forestry was established, as well as the
School of Veterinary Science.

R. Rodney Foil became dean of the School of Forest Resources
in 1975. In 1976, Giles retired and was named emeritus president
and professor of agriculture.

The Seed Processing Research Laboratory was established in
1951.

James Douglas McComas became the 14th president in 1976.

Clay Lyle, head of the department of entomology, became
head of the agriculture division. The division included the
Agriculture Experiment Station, the Agriculture Extension Service
and the School of Agriculture. Along with Clay, the heads of the
three subdivisions served as associates.
Ben Hilbun became president in 1954.

Jean Snyder became associate dean of the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics.
Wynn Jones assumed the duties as dean of the College of
Veterinary Medicine in 1984, followed by Billy Ward in 1985.
1984, Warren Thompson became dean of the School of Forest
Resources.

Dr. Baker Andrews was named Progressive Farmer's Man of the
Year for the development of anhydrous ammonia for agricultural fertilization. Mississippi Chemical Cooperation, headed by
Owen Cooper, was founded as a result.

Donald Zacharias became the 15th president in 1986.

In 1960, Dean Wallace Colvard became president. William L.
Giles took the position of vice president of agriculture. Louis Wise
was named dean of agriculture.

H. Dwight Mercer became the dean of the College of Veterinary
Medicine in 1988 and Verner Hurt became director of the experiment station.

In 1962, Giles and experiment station director Henry Leveck were
added to administrative council. Robert Clapp became the first
dean of the school of forestry.

In 1990, William Fox assumed the position of dean of the College
of Agriculture.

William Giles became the 13th president in 1966.
Louis Wise assumed the position of vice president for agriculture
and forestry. Norman Merwine was appointed dean of agriculture. In 1968, James H. Anderson took the position, followed by
Charles Lindley in 1970.
During Giles' administration, the School of Forestry converted into
a School of Forest Resources and a new department of wood
science and technology was created.
The College of Veterinary Medicine was established in 1974,
with James G. Miller as dean. The first class was admitted in
fall of 1977.

In 1987, R. Rodney Foil assumed the position of vice president of
agriculture, forestry and veterinary medicine.

John Gunter became dean of the School of Forest Resources in
1996 and Vance Watson became director of the experiment station.
Malcolm Portera became the 16th president of MSU in 1998.
In 2000, Charles Lee became vice president for agriculture,
forestry and veterinary medicine. Bob Karr was appointed dean
of the College of Forest Resources and John Thomson became
dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine.
In January 2003, Dr. Lee was appointed the 17th president of
Mississippi State University.

TIMELINE

Fred Tom Mitchell became president in 1945. Russell Coleman
became director in 1947. In 1948 Frank Welch became dean
and director.

It’s hard to avoid tradition at an institution established in 1878. Our traditions are part of the fabric of who we are and what we do at Mississippi State University, but that doesn’t mean we are
stuck in the past. Just the opposite – the school has always used the latest technology and
expertise to carry out its mission.
MSU was founded as the Agricultural and Mechanical College of the State of Mississippi, A&M
for short, with the mission of serving as the state’s land-grant institution. The land-grant system, as
mandated by Congress, includes at least one school in each state with the responsibility of providing undergraduate and graduate education, basic and applied research, and service to the
state and the nation.
The land-grant mission was expanded in 1887 to include an Agricultural Experiment Station and
again in 1914 with the authorization of a Cooperative Extension Service in each state. The experiment stations are charged with conducting agricultural research, whereas the Extension Service
makes the results of that research available to the public. Because their mission focuses on agriculture, the land grant universities have often been labeled “cow colleges.” That label has

become part of the Mississippi State tradition and hundreds of MSU fans proudly display and ring their cowbells at
social events. Today, however, “science-based college” may be a more realistic description of how the university
accomplishes its mission.
Taking its programs to the people is another proud MSU tradition. The Division of Agriculture, Forestry, and Veterinary
Medicine (DAFVM), which includes the Mississippi State University Extension Service (MSU-ES), the Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station (MAFES), the College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM), the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS), the College of Forest Resources (CFR), and the Forest and Wildlife Research
Center (FWRC), focuses on activities that benefit people, whether they live down a country lane or in an urban high
rise. As you read the following pages, you’ll meet some of the individuals who helped shaped the DAFVM at
Mississippi State into what it is today.
This book is intended to be a tribute to the 100th anniversary of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences by documenting some of the history and development of the agricultural programs at Mississippi State University.
Vance H. Watson
Vice President, Dean and Director
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THE EARLY YEA
SECTION I

ARS 1903-1938

THE EARLY YEARS

When Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College near Starkville opened its doors to students for the first time
on October 6, 1880, a new era for higher education in Mississippi began.
Mississippi A&M was founded in 1878 as a result of the 1862 Morrill Act. After a few years of legislative debate, ending complications such as choosing a site for the university and president, Mississippi A&M was ready to open.
As a result of poor educational backgrounds, most students were placed in A&M’s preparatory courses for two
years and then moved forward to the college curriculum. All students focused on the same course structure,
most of which consisted of an agricultural base. It was not until 12 years later, however, that a separate curriculum was established for agricultural and mechanical arts. This separation led to today’s College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences.
From the beginning, the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences has always been a strong element of Mississippi
State University. In the 1880s, before a separation of curriculum, Mississippi A&M became involved in the resident
instruction aspect of agriculture as well as the agriculture extension service and the creation of the agricultural
experiment station. The college continues to provide leadership in the field of agriculture through teaching, service
and research.
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A&M

S.M. Tracy

Stephen D. Lee

THE EARLY YEARS

In March 1887, Congress enacted the Hatch Act to ensure the solidarity of agricultural education. The Hatch
Act provided money for the establishment of agricultural experiment stations at the colleges endowed under
the Morrill Act.

On January 31, 1888, the Mississippi Legislature established the State Agricultural Experiment Station under the
direction of Mississippi A&M. The first station director, S.M. Tracy, had a staff of 11 that consisted of a general
agriculturist, horticulturalists, chemists, a veterinarian, a meteorologist and a treasurer. Early experiments included simple crop rotations and use of manure on fields sapped by decades of cotton production.

General Lee challenged the faculty and Legislature with the idea that the university should have a strong
research program to complement the teaching effort. As a result, the first off-campus research station was
authorized in 1900 and built in south Mississippi at McNeil, a site still in use today. Now located in Poplarville, the
South Mississippi Branch, with a strong USDA partnership, is rapidly becoming the regional center of excellence
in horticulture research.

14

1914 Students in Creamery Laboratory

THE EARLY YEARS

The need for additional branch stations in various areas across the state became apparent because soils
and climates were too varied for experimental results from one location to apply in all others.

The Mississippi Legislature approved Senate Bill No. 22 on February 20, 1904, authorizing Mississippi A & M
College to establish a branch agricultural experiment station “at some point in the state in what is known
as the Yazoo and Mississippi Delta where experiments with the soil of the hills as well as the Delta can be
made.” The Board of Trustees was authorized to accept donations of “lands, lumber, agricultural implements, money, notes, or other obligations, or any property that may be of use in establishing and operating said experiment station.”

In the summer of 1904, a committee of the Board of Trustees examined several tracts of land in the Delta, but
at no place were the people able to offer suitable land free of cost as provided in the bill. Later in the summer, a group of Delta planters discussing agricultural problems concluded that there was much to be learned
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It has long been my dream that we create a true 21st
century agricultural sciences campus at Stoneville
— J. Charles Lee

Stoneville’s Main Office

THE EARLY YEARS

about crop production. They decided it was time an experiment station was established to find facts about
crops, soils and animal production in the Delta. Under the leadership of Alfred H. Stone, a group of progressive
Washington County landowners took an option on 200 acres approximately one mile northeast of Leland near
the village of Stoneville.

In December 1904, the once worn out plantation land was bought for $15,000 and thus was born the Delta
Branch Experiment Station. Originally, the station was an entirely state-owned and state-operated institution. As
the years passed, a number of branches of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the U.S. Department of
Commerce engaged in cooperative work at the station.

The station has a long and esteemed record of accomplishments in agricultural research. Excellent facilities for
research, outstanding technical workers and the loyalty and interest of the Delta people have contributed to
the success of the Delta Branch Experiment Station.

18

Crop Dusting at Stoneville

THE EARLY YEARS

1953 ~ 4-Row Cultivator
1951 ~ Visitor’s Day at the Delta
Experiment Station

20

Mechanical Cotton Harvester Research

EARLY 1950S
Mechanical Cotton Picker at the Delta Experiment Station
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THE EARLY YEARS

The North Mississippi Branch Experiment Station was established in 1904. Originally established on 200 acres
of severely eroded hill land, the property adjoined the northeast city limits of Holly Springs. Because of the
hilly terrain and lack of suitable plot land, 188 acres were purchased three miles north in 1928. In 1947, an
additional 220 acres were purchased, the original property was sold, new buildings were built and the station moved to its present location. The North Mississippi Branch is noted for its pioneering work in using terraces for erosion control and for research with fertility in cotton and corn.

Dairying began at the North Mississippi Branch in 1909 and dairying is still a major emphasis of the station.
Earlier work focused on evaluation of summer and winter annuals for milk production. The current studies are
mastitis in pre-partum dairy heifers, tunnel ventilation for heat stress management, tail docking for better
mastitis control and feeding trials utilizing silage specific corn hybrids.
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Early agronomic work focused on legumes as a winter cover crop for erosion control and to provide nitrogen for corn and
cotton. Cotton experiments including fertility work, plant spacing and row spacing provided much of the information for cotton recommendations in the hill section of the state during the first half of the century. Today, a complete agronomic program continues for corn, cotton and soybeans. Major emphasis is on cotton production for the hill section of Mississippi.

Ryegrass development began at the North Mississippi Branch in the 1940s and as a result of that work the Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station released a major variety—Marshall—in 1980. A six-acre pasture at the branch
has produced a volunteer stand of the grass each year since 1949. Marshall is still the most widely grown variety of annual
ryegrass.

USDA-ARS soil and water research began at the station in 1956. Present research includes measuring minerals in ground
water from fertilizer applications and mineral loss from ground application of different levels of poultry litter.
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THE EARLY YEARS

THE EARLY YEARS

In 1903, the official title was given to the School of Agriculture. W.L. Hutchinson took the position of director of the
experiment station and dean of the School of Agriculture while E.R. Lloyd served as department head.
Departments included agriculture, horticulture, chemistry, dairy and veterinary science. By 1905, the school had
added departments of biology, agronomy, rural engineering, poultry science and animal husbandry.

From 1910 to 1911, J.W. Fox served as director of the experiment station. He was followed by E.R. Lloyd until 1918.
Lloyd served as both director of the experiment station and extension service.

Lloyd noted that the work of the experiment station brought the college "closer in touch with the farmers and
the results of our experiments are being applied on more farms now than ever before."

J.C. Roberts became acting dean in 1912. Enrollment in the School of Agriculture had grown to over 400, the
largest enrollment of all the schools constituting Mississippi A&M at that time. In 1913, the School of Agriculture
began printing a quarterly known as The Agricultural Student. Roberts explained that the quarterly intended to
be "a wide-awake industrial magazine dealing with current agriculture topics and designed to bring the faculty, students and farmer into closer touch with each other."
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Experiment station staff in the 1920s
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
FRONT ROW

W.E. Ayres, C.B. Anders, J.R. Ricks, C.T. Ames, E.B. Ferris

CENTER ROW

C.J. Goodell, J.T. O’Kelly, R. Cowart, E.P.Clayton, R.V. Lobdell, Kittie Sue Johnson, Enoch Barnett,
Fannie Page, Earle Brintnall, A.B. McKay, D.C. Neal, J.C.C. Price

BACK ROW

C.F. Briscoe, J.N. Lipscomb, J.S. Moore, R.W. Harned, R.G. Reeves

In reference to experiment stations, E.R. Lloyd explained they were “closer
touch with the farmers and the results of our experiments are being applied
on more farms now than ever before.”

THE EARLY YEARS

The Smith-Lever Act of 1914 authorized land-grant schools to provide instruction beyond campus boundaries. Archibald Smith became the first director of the A&M College Extension Service. Until 1914, the college
was limited to agricultural extension work while Jackson had a separate home economics extension program conducted by the USDA.

The extension program by 1916 included work in farm management, cooperative marketing, home economics, agricultural engineering and horticulture.

J.R. Ricks was named director in 1918, followed by W.R. Perkins in 1930. James N. Lipscomb became dean of agriculture in 1924. In 1932, J.R. Ricks again became director of the experiment station , as well as the head of the

School of Agriculture. In 1935, he also became director of the Agriculture Extension Service. Also in 1935, the
forestry department separated itself from the botany department.

Clarence Dorman took over as director in 1938 following the death of Ricks, E.B. Colmer was named dean
in 1939. New curricula were established in farm management, agricultural marketing, agricultural forestry,
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farm equipment management and sales and ornamental horticulture.

J.R. Ricks

E.R. Lloyd
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Clarence Dorman

W.R. Perkins

THE EARLY YEARS

First in the nation to conduct research in home economics, Dorothy
Dickens published on the food habits of Mississippians in 1927 and
“Market Basket of Wisdom” appeared in 1929

30

James N. Lipscomb
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THE EARLY YEARS

1947 ~ History of the Agricultural Experiment Station

A DIVISION'S GRO
SECTION II

OWTH 1938-1960

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

A part of the university’s agricultural education program since 1930, the Lloyd-Ricks Building was named in
honor of two former directors of both the Experiment Station and the Extension Service in 1943. Edward R.
Lloyd and James R. Ricks were two individuals who paved a path of progress in the field of agriculture for
Mississippi State.

Lloyd came to work at Mississippi A&M College in 1888. He became director of the Experiment Station in
1911 and director of Extension in 1915. He resigned from both positions in 1919.

Ricks began working with the Experiment Station in 1904 and served as director from the time Lloyd
retired in 1919 until 1930. He served as director again from 1932 until 1938. Ricks also served as dean of
the School of Agriculture.

Not only colleagues, Lloyd and Ricks were friends and, in 1938, both died within a few months of each other.
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Lloyd-Ricks Building in the 1940s

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

EDAM CHEESE: A MISSISSIPPI STATE TRADITION
The idea to manufacture a cheese to represent Mississippi State originated with dairy scientist F.H. Herzer in
1938. At that time, the area surrounding what was then Mississippi State College was one of the South’s leading dairy centers, and Herzer wanted a product that would symbolize the school’s work in support of the
dairy industry.

The decision was made to manufacture Edam because of its distinctive shape, traditional quality and the
fact that Mississippi State would be the first to produce Edam in the South. Edam originated in Holland and
Herzer placed a rush order with Dutch manufacturers for 10 teakwood hoops, or molds, in 1938. The order
was shipped just before Dutch ports were closed by the outbreak of World War II.

The small number of hoops available for Edam production limited output to just a few hundred balls per year
during and following the war years, but demand increased and production was expanded in 1957 with the
purchase of 50 new hoops.
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By 1963, production was up to 2,400 Edams a year and research had improved methods of aging, pressing and salting
the cheese. The technique of dipping the Edams in bright red wax, which minimized surface mold growth and made the
cheese more attractive, also had been perfected. The addition of an airtight Cry-O-Vac plastic bag provided additional
assurance of quality and permitted the Mississippi State seal to be placed on the product.

In 1970, the cheese-making operation moved into the new Herzer Dairy Science Building and production capacity
increased to 165 Edam balls per day. Diary science professors Ed Custer and Joe Cardwell helped bring Mississippi State
Edam cheese to the prominence that it has today.

Production capabilities have continued to increase and improve. Today, a team of full-time employees, food science students and researchers produce about 50,000 Mississippi State Edam cheese balls each year.

A DIVISION’S GROWTH
Ed Custer, above, and Joe Cardwell, professors of Dairy Science
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One of the university’s original Edam molds

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

The Truck Crops Branch Experiment Station, located in Copiah County south of Crystal Springs, was established in 1938. The major emphasis is on production of field grown and greenhouse vegetables, tree fruits,
muscadines, pecans and ornamental crops.

The current vegetable research programs include field variety trials, fertilization studies in watermelons,
staked tomatoes, squash, peppers and other potential alternative vegetable crops as well as greenhouse
vegetable crops. Studies are conducted to evaluate photodegradable and biodegradable synthetic
mulches and the management of plastic mulch systems.

Greenhouse research represents a major portion of the vegetable research effort and includes comparisons
of forced air heating systems, growing tomato, cucumber and pepper variety trials, bumblebee pollination
and biological control of greenhouse insect pests.
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The fruit research program includes cultivar and cultural practice evaluations for blueberries, muscadines, grafted pears and
mayhaws. A new orchard of native pecan trees has been established and an indexed, crown gall-free foundation planting
of muscadine cultivars is being maintained.

Over the last 20 years the Truck Crops Station has hosted one of the South’s most extensive fall vegetable and ornamental
garden demonstrations. A two-acre vegetable garden demonstration contains 40 species of vegetables and an extensive
herb garden, sequentially planted by maturity dates for show and demonstration in October. Attendance at the Fall Flower
& Garden Fest has ranged between 4,000 to 6,000 in recent years.

Early Home Garden Weed Chemical Applicator

Testing Tomato Varieties and Breeding Vines

A DIVISION’S GROWTH
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Producer Meeting at the Truck Crops Station in the 1950s

“If the farmers are to be educated, they must be educated on the farm itself.”
— President Stephen D. Lee

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

At the end of World War II, the “unbelievably large contributions” that the
experiment station made to agriculture, despite the shortages of men and
supplies, were recognized by state and
federal government

1949 ~ Crystal Springs Visitor’s Day
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1949 ~ Examining Transplanter at Crystal Springs Visitor’s Day

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

First established at McNeil in 1900, the South Mississippi Station was moved to Poplarville in 1918. The early work
at Poplarville concentrated on the general farm problems of the lower portion of South Mississippi. Pioneer
work by this station on tung production was invaluable to tung growers and led to the establishment of the
Tung Experiment Field.

In 1969, Hurricane Camille destroyed most of South Mississippi’s tung orchards. Since that time, there has been
an increased emphasis at the South Mississippi Branch on research in support of the area’s commercial nurseries and other horticulture enterprises.
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Tung oil was an important crop in South Mississippi during the first half of the 20th century
and tung nut research was an early focus of the South Mississippi Branch

A DIVISION’S GROWTH
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1946 ~ Experimental tung nut drying and storage house

1953 ~ Sugarcane Field Day at the South
Mississippi Branch Station in Poplarville

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

The Legislature of 1946 authorized a comprehensive program for expanding the branch stations. Four new
stations were created and substantial improvements were authorized for others.

Each of the new branch stations was to have a particular type of work.

The Brown Loam Station at Oakley in Hinds County was to concentrate on beef cattle. The property included 900 acres of fairly typical brown loam soil that was part of the old Oakley penitentiary farm. In addition
to studies of beef cattle management, early work included projects dealing with grazing crops and forage
crops.

The 900-acre Coastal Plain Branch Station at Newton in Newton County was to specialize in general farming
problems typical of the sand-clay hills section of Mississippi. Dairying, pasture and forage crops, field crops,
poultry and horticulture were all important in the early work of the station.
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Visitor’s Day in the early 1950s at the Brown Loam Station

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

The Black Belt Branch Station near Brooksville in Noxubee County was established with a major program in
livestock production under Black Belt soil condition. Among the first animals at the station were a flock of 45
ewes purchased in New Mexico and Montana and a herd of 30 high-grade Aberdeen Angus heifers.

The Northeast Mississippi Branch Station at Verona in Lee County was established on 130 acres of hill land and
50 acres of bottom land. Most of the acreage was used as an Experimental Pilot Dairy Farm, but 20 acres
were devoted to research on forage and pasture crops.

The Natchez Branch Experiment Station began its work of developing a livestock-cotton system of farming on
327 acres. In 1971, the station became the Alcorn State University branch of the Mississippi Agricultural and
Forestry Experiment Station.

The West Point Branch Experiment Station was established on a 160-acre farm in Clay county for work with a
dairy-cotton system of farming on Black Belt soil. Today, the area is serviced by the Prairie Research Unit, with
an emphasis on beef cattle production.
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A DIVISION’S GROWTH

The first Ph.D. was awarded in 1953 in Agronomy, 21 of the first
25, 75 percent of the first 50 and 65 percent of the first 100 were
graduate students of the experiment station scientists

In 1945, the School of Forestry and the department of veterinary medicine were established. Russell
Coleman was named director in 1947 and in 1948, Frank Welch became dean and director.

Clay Lyle, head of the department of entomology, became head of the agriculture division in 1951. The
division included the Agriculture Experiment Station, the Agriculture Extension Service and the School of
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Agriculture. Along with Lyle, the heads of the three subdivisions served as associates.

Russell Coleman

Clay Lyle
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A DIVISION’S GROWTH

During the 1950s, the imported fire ant spread across Mississippi and MAFES
scientists conducted research with control methods.

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

MISSISSIPPI STATE AND ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
A native of Sebastopol, Miss., W.B. Andrews entered Mississippi A&M in the fall of 1925, with the goal of
pursuing a degree in agricultural education. After earning bachelor and master degrees, he joined
A&M’s agronomy department serving from 1931 until 1934. He then began work on his doctorate at
Michigan State University, receiving his degree in 1936. He returned to teach fertilizer and manures courses in the agronomy department at what was then Mississippi State College.

Nitrogen fertilizers were in short supply during and immediately following World War II. During that period,
Andrews and agricultural engineer Felix Edwards developed a method for applying and metering anhydrous ammonia into the soil. The research was done at the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, and
the new fertilizer was released to the public in 1947. Today their research success with anhydrous ammonia is considered one of the top 10 events of modern day agriculture.
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Anhydrous ammonia was used on 200,000 acres of Delta cotton in 1947. Farmers using anhydrous ammonia realized
increased returns estimated at $4.5 million that year. Within two years, a million acres were being fertilized with the new
product. Anhydrous ammonia still is an important source of nitrogen for crops around the world.

In his 1947 book, The Response of Crops and Soils to Fertilizers and Manures, Andrews described the new process. The
book quickly became an instruction manual on the use of anhydrous ammonia for farmers and soil scientists. More than
40,000 copies, including foreign language editions, were sold worldwide.

Mississippi Chemical Corp. was founded as a farmer-owned cooperative in 1948 to produce the new fertilizer. In 1957,
Andrews left Mississippi State to become a technical sales adviser for Mississippi Chemical. He continued in that capacity
until his retirement in 1971.

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

GHOST PHOTO of COTTON FIELD

Felix Edwards

62

Baker Andrews

“We breathe the atmosphere of agricultural advancement.”
— President Stephen D. Lee

BUILDING A FUT
SECTION III

TURE 1960-2003

A DIVISION’S GROWTH

In 1960, Dean Wallace Colvard became president of Mississippi State University. William L. Giles took the position of
vice president of agriculture. Louis Wise was named dean of agriculture.

In 1962, Giles and experiment station director Henry Leveck were added to the administrative council. Robert Clapp
became the first dean of the school of forestry.

William Giles became the 13th president in 1966.

Louis N. Wise assumed the position of vice president for agriculture and forestry. Norman Merwine was appointed
dean of agriculture. In 1968, James H. Anderson took the position in 1969 followed by Charles Lindley in 1970.

Lindley served as a capable and respected dean for the College of Agriculture and Home Economics. He took
great personal pride interacting with all the students in the College and required an exit conference with each graduating senior, using this input to improve the teaching and advising program of the College, resulting in the unoff-
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cial title of “The Students Dean.” Lindley's cowbell collection was
revered by many as he kept bells confiscated by univeristy security but returned them to those that paid him a personal visit.

During vice president Giles' administration the school of forestry
became the school of forest resources and the new department
of wood science and technology was created.

Charles Lindley

BUILDING A FUTURE

Wise served as dean of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics from 1961-1966 and as vice president for agriculture, forestry, and veterinary medicine from 1966-1986.

During Wise’s tenure as vice president the landscape architecture program was established, the department
of home economics was transformed from a research agency only to one of the largest and most popular
teaching and research programs on campus. The work of the Mississippi Cooperative Extension Service and
the Experiment Station was expanded. Also, the School of Forestry and the Forest Products Laboratory were
elevated to a position of prominence in the state.

Under Wise’s supervision the College of Veterinary Medicine was established in 1974. James G. Miller was the
first dean and the first class was admitted in the fall of 1977. The Mississippi State program soon became a
model for other states to follow. The Board of Trustee, Institutions of Higher Learning names the three-building
College of Veterinary Medicine complex the Louis N. Wise Center following his retirement in 1986.
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Louis Wise

The Wise Center houses the College of Veterinary Medicine, the department of
animal and dairy sciences and the TV Center

BUILDING A FUTURE
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D.C. Bain and James Anderson

Nationally acclaimed artist Orren Mixer works to retouch his 1963 painting of MSU's South Farm. The 20-by-5-foot
work originally hung in Ballew Hall. In 2003, it was relocated to the fourth-floor lobby of Wise Hall, where it greets
visitors to the Department of Animal and Dairy Sciences.

BUILDING A FUTURE

Another Wise project was the development of the A.B. McKay Food and Enology Laboratory, located on what is
today the R.R. Foil Plant Science Research Center.

The laboratory, named after the first horticulture department head, A.B. McKay, was completed in 1978 and founded with the purpose of supplying a regional and inter-regional screening facility for making wines and juices from
breeder’s selections.

The building itself, an English Tudor style structure, was designed and landscaped by the department of landscape architecture. Larry Bartlett and Samuel R. Hogue were primarily responsible for the design.
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McKay Building

BUILDING A FUTURE

The majority of the grapes used at the lab came from vineyards located at Crystal Springs, Beaumont, Verona
and Stoneville. Boris J. Stojanovic, professor of microbiology and enology, was the first head of the laboratory and
served in that capacity until his retirement.

R. Rodney Foil was named dean of the School of Forest Resources in 1975 and Jean Snyder became associate dean
of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics.

Wynn Jones became dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine in 1984, followed by Billy Ward in 1985. In 1984,
Warren Thompson was named dean of the School of Forest Resources.

In 1987, Dean Foil assumed the position of vice president of the Division of Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary
Medicine. Dwight Mercer took over as the dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine in 1988 and Verner Hurt
became director of the experiment station.
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BUILDING A FUTURE

William R. Fox was named dean of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences in 1989. He previously served 22
years as head of the department of agricultural and biological engineering, providing leadership for establishing
the nation’s first accredited curriculm in biological engineering.

Under Fox’s leadership, the mission of the college expanded, enrollment increased and the name of the college
was changed to the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. During this period, faculty of the college directed
almost 40 percent of the doctoral degrees granted by MSU, all eligible curricula were fully accredited by their
respective national boards and there was a tenfold increase in endowments for scholarships in the college.

Fox also provided leadership in the establishment of the School of Human Sciences.

John Gunter became dean of the School of Forest Resources in 1996.
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William Fox

BUILDING A FUTURE

When Verner Hurt retired from his post as director of the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station on
June 30, 1996, it culminated a career of service at Mississippi State University bridging more than four decades. His
career generated immeasurable benefits for agriculture in Mississippi.

In 1996, the Delta Council honored him with an Achievement Award for Outstanding Contributions to Aquaculture.
The Delta Council award recognized his role in making aquaculture “possibly the most dynamic growth story in
American agriculture during the past quarter century.”
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Verner Hurt

BUILDING A FUTURE
In 1996, Mississippi State University named Vance H. Watson director of the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry
Experiment Station (MAFES). With nearly four decades of service to Mississippi State University, Watson has served as a
teaching and research professor and numerous administrative assignments.
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Vance Watson

BUILDING A FUTURE

In May 1999, Foil retired as vice president of the Division of Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary Medicine.

His more than a decade of service as vice president was a period of change for agriculture, and he responded
to the new environment. He began a strategic planning effort called “Focus On A Better Future” that utilized a
team approach to solve problems by consolidating units. The program saved budget dollars that were reallocated to high-priority programs identified by division teams and advisory groups. Four research and extension centers
were established to place researchers and specialists closer to the clients they served.

Also, team communication efforts were strengthened with the development of the Division Policy Advisory Council
and later, the Division Faculty Senate.
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Mississippi Commissioner of Agriculture Jim Buck Ross, left, Robert Clapp and Rodney Foil

BUILDING A FUTURE

Another part of this strategic planning effort included agriculture and forestry summits that continue to actively
involve stakeholders and support groups in helping division personnel identify strategic directions. Building on his
concern over wise management of natural resources, Foil led the effort to upgrade the School of Forest Resources
into the College of Forest Resources. To further the goal of resource management, he established the Forest and
Wildlife Research Center to provide overall leadership in natural resource conservation.

Under Foil’s leadership, funding for the division increased 68 percent, from approximately $60 million to more than
$100 million. More than $30 million was allocated for new facilities. His management enabled the division to
achieve new levels of success.

Foil saw agriculture as the backbone of Mississippi’s economy and worked to keep it at the forefront.
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Forest Products Laboratory

BUILDING A FUTURE

In 2000, J. Charles Lee became vice president of the DIvision of Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary Medicine.

No stranger to Mississippi State, Lee was MSU dean of forest resources and associate director of the Mississippi
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station 1978-83. He then held senior administrative positions at Texas A & M
University until his reture to MSU. Lee brought to the division the concept of implementing research and educational
programs to meet the rapidly changing pace of modern day agriculture. Recognized for his leadership skills and
broad array of experience, he was named interim president of MSU in 2002 and installed as the 17th president in
2003.

MAFES director Vance Watson was selected by President Lee in 2002 to fill the role of interim vice president and
dean, in addition to his MAFES duties. In November 2003, the Board of Trustees of State Institutions of Higher Learning
approved his appointment as vice president. Under Watson’s leadership, the focus has been on accountability,
leveraging state resources and encouraging team efforts, both within the Division and with outside partners.
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J. Charles Lee

Innovation has become the key to maintaining our advantage
in global agriculture — J. Charles Lee

J. Charles Lee

Innovation has become the key to maintaining our advantage
in global agriculture — J. Charles Lee
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BEGINNING THE SECOND CENTURY . . . .
Today, the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at Mississippi State University has a foundation built on a century of service in the areas of education, outreach and research.
The college’s faculty, administration and support staff are building on that foundation as they apply 21st century technology to the needs of the state, region and nation.

During the summer of 2003, a Biomax gasifier, one of only six in the world, was installed at the Pace Seed
Laboratory for use in research aimed at turning agricultural byproducts into energy. The research is conducted
by scientists in the department of agricultural and biological engineering, in cooperation with colleagues at
Oklahoma State University and in MSU’s Extension Service, College of Arts and Sciences, the Forest and Wildlife
Research Center and the Diagnostic Instrumentation and Analysis Laboratory. The gasification project has positioned MSU as a leader in the field of gasification research, which has the potential to strengthen national security by reducing dependence on imported energy sources.
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The new department of landscape architecture building, in addition to providing a state-of-the-art academic facility, features regenerative building technologies that serves as an educational model for creating a sustainable designed complex.

The department of plant and soil sciences has one of only four retail floristry programs in the country. Its cooperative education program
allows students to venture across the nation to learn first-hand all aspects of the wholesale and retail floristry trade.

The poultry science department and the food science and technology department boast of their records of 100 percent placement of students with B.S. degrees. Employment demands are continuing to exceed available students and their graduates are highly recruited by
companies throughout the United States.

Undergraduates in the department of biochemistry and molecular biology are a superb group of about 100 students who have an average composite ACT in the 85th percentile with one-third having scores of 30 or above.

PRESENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Horticulture students conduct an annual holiday plant sale
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A complete operational mini-gin in the Pace Seed Lab is used for teaching
and research by the department of agricultural and biological engineering

PRESENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Faculty in the department of agricultural and biological engineering have developed a cotton yield monitor that
could revolutionize the way cotton growers manage their crops. This new technology provides both economic
and environmental benefits by enabling farmers to precisely manage specific areas of each field.

The department of plant and soil science’s Golf and Sports Turf Management program is one of the largest and
most highly recognized in the country, offering the only four-year curriculum that incorporates 12 months of
required cooperative education. The program enrolls about 110 undergraduates and has 100 percent job placement success.

The department of agricultural information science and education has made some exciting new revisions to its
undergraduate program, focusing on graduating students with skills in technology, problem solving, science, leadership and human relations to meet the agricultural needs for today and tomorrow.

Enrollment in the School of Human Sciences has steadily increased the past several years to the present level of
330 students in the options of apparel, textiles and merchandising; food, nutrition and dietetics; human develop-
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ment and family studies; and interior design. Placement rate after graduation in positions related to the specialty
areas is near 100 percent.

The department of entomology and plant pathology annually hosts a
week-long workshop on insect-rearing that attracts both national and
international participants to garner first-hand expert knowledge of this
unique discipline.

Faculty in the department of agricultural economics recently received a
$3.6 million contract from USDA and its Risk Management Agency to
analyze risks encountered by aquaculture producers. The overall objective of this 4-year project will be to review risk-management tools for use
by catfish, baitfish, trout and shellfish farmers. This is the first program of its
type in the nation.

Field days give the public the chance to see research first hand.

The department of Animal and Dairy Sciences is a great place to gain a well-rounded academic experience and also to have endless
opportunities for "hands-on" experience with animals at our farms. With the many activities such as the Block and Bridle Club, the Pre-Vet
Club, the Collegiate Cattlemen's Association, the Rodeo Team and the Livestock and Equine Judging Teams to complement a strong
academic program, students are prepared for an endless array of career opportunities.

PRESENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Udder of a dairy cow taken using Digital Infrared Thermal
Imaging (DITI) to capture the changes in skin surface temperature. This technology has the potential to detect infections
early in their development, allowing earlier treatment and
fewer losses in milk production.
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Results of agricultural research conducted at
Mississippi State is available in a variety of MAFES
publications.

PRESENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

POULTRY RESEARCH
In 2001, Mississippi produced 765 million chickens and 490 million eggs for human consumption.

Those chickens and eggs aren’t just the result of throwing out a few handfuls of crushed corn each day. Poultry
production is managed and monitored by high technology and extreme efficiency.

The process, whether it begins with the chicken or the egg, involves creating a nutritional diet for optimum
chicken growth, managing air and water quality in the production houses, meeting stringent health and safety
regulations and properly managing poultry waste.

It takes seven to eight weeks to grow a chick into a marketable size. A day or two more or a sickness or a
mechanical failure of the water and air systems, and the growers lose money.

Mississippi State University helps keep those losses from becoming a reality.
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For decades, MSU worked with the poultry industry to bring a once backyard
supplemental endeavor into an industry crucial to this state’s economy. MSU’s
ongoing work, in cooperation with growers and private companies, involves
every aspect of poultry production: genetics, breeding, poultry health, diets that
improve gain and ultimately lead to a healthier product for consumers,
improved poultry house management, poultry houses kept secure from outside
disease threats and waste disposal.

Our next generation of farmers and foresters are
going to have to have much more expertise in the
business aspects of agriculture and forestry
— J. Charles Lee

MAFES scientists conduct a variety of projects in support of the state’s poultry industry

PRESENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

THE PLAYING FIELD OF CHAMPIONS
For more than two and a half decades, Mississippi State University scientists searched high and low, east and
west, front lawn and country cemetery for just the right sprigs of Bermuda grass.

Patented through Mississippi State, four Bermudagrass cultivars carry the research names of MS-Choice, MSExpress, MS-Pride and MS-Supreme. MS-Choice is the current star of the turf grass lineup, though each of the
four features distinct characteristics and can be found on home lawns, golf courses and other locations.

Also known as Bullseye, MS-Choice is used as the playing surface for a host of college stadiums, the Rose Bowl
and the home fields of two recent World Series champions.
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Turfgrass developed at Mississippi State is used at many of the nation’s college and
professional sport’s arenas.

PRESENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

KEEPING FOOD SAFE
While the nation still reeled from the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, the Division of Agriculture, Forestry,
and Veterinary Medicine assessed areas where existing expertise, advice and strategic planning could keep
food safe and plentiful.

The MSU’s Food Science Institute was rejuvenated with the appointment of researchers, nutritionists, dieticians,
professors, animal scientists, economists, agronomists and extension educators. The additions to the institute
weren’t just a knee-jerk reaction to an isolated incident. The effort also created a pool of expertise so deep
and expansive that potential food industries, which could bring millions of dollars into the state, now have a
place to go for help in determining the economic potential and availability of raw or processed products and
in recruiting graduates trained for their needs. The institute serves as a liaison between the producers of raw
vegetables, fruits, dairy products and meats. In addition, the plants and industries that process and deliver
them safely and economically to grocery stores.

The bottom line for Mississippi is a safer food supply, more industries for the state, more education on nutrition,
enhanced research into new products and the marketing of those products and degree programs that pro-
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duce graduates to carry on the tradition of a healthy food supply.

Developing new packaging and processing techniques for
Mississippi products is part of MSU’s food research

Packaging research is part of the
work of the Food Science Institute
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APPLYING NEW TECHNOLOGY TO AN OLD PROBLEM
To help lessen kudzu’s impact, Mississippi State University faculty members are combining their areas of expertise to tame the fast-growing weed. Researchers are applying the space-age technologies of remote sensing
in a research effort they hope will produce a fully automated detection system to precisely locate kudzu.

In order to eradicate the native Japanese vine that was introduced to the United States in 1876, a research
team is using a mathematical technique called the wavelet transform to help distinguish between classes of
vegetation in remotely sensed imagery. An imaging technique based on the wavelet transform can tell the
difference between kudzu and other vegetation.

Within the division, work is coordinated through the Remote Sensing Technologies Center (RSTC), which is fast
becoming one of the preeminent leaders in the advancement and application of innovative methods in
remote sensing. RSTC works across all segments of the division and into almost all aspects of our daily lives
through partnerships with groups such as the National Atmospheric and Space Administration, the National
Cotton Council, the U.S. Department of Transportation and the U.S. Forest Service, among many others.
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SOCIAL RESEARCH
For more than half a century, scientists at MSU’s Social Science Research Center (SSRC) have conducted
research on social, economic, political, human resource and social-environmental problems facing the state,
nation and world.

Support from MAFES is helping the center target ways Mississippi communities can better provide services and
environmental quality to their citizens.

SSRC research units receiving MAFES support include the Survey Research Laboratory, the Monitor Laboratory,
the Evaluation and Decision Support Laboratory, the Family and Children Research Unit and the Unit for
Community and Environmental Research.
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The SSRC Survey Research Labortory
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ADVANCEMENTS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY
MSU’s Life Sciences and Biotechnology Institute (LSBI) promotes biotechnology education, research and the
vast economic opportunities emerging from this modern-day science. We recognize the fear of the unknown,
and the LSBI helps us put those fears to rest through college-level teaching, work with private and public
groups and even educational programs for school children in grades K-12. Within it is some of the nation’s
most advanced equipment for biotech research. We also promote biotechnology through the awarding of
grants to support research and a lecture series, which regularly brings to MSU the nation’s most acclaimed
biotechnology experts.

Scientists at Mississippi State University are using biotechnology in areas ranging from projects with the potential for improving human health to making agriculture more productive. Their efforts are coordinated through
the Life Sciences and Biotechnology Institute (LSBI).
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Founded in 2000, the institute will help fulfill promises of
biotechnology in Mississippi therefore helping the state’s
economy. The LSBI is helping scientists by providing
equipment and other support as they conduct research
needed by many Mississippi industries. Included in the
ongoing animal-health research at MSU-CVM are
biotechnology projects in support of the farm-raised catfish industry. The LSBI also is helping make possible work
with implications for human health.
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